If D =<0,+oo), p-Lebesgue measure, and J is the family of closed intervals, with the left end at zero, then Sf is nonincreasing and right-continuous.
The following theorem was proved in [2] (Th. 3): Let
F(E) = F(b,d) + F(a,o) -F(a,d) -F(b,c).
Let f and g be nonnegative, measurable functions on GCR, with fi(E f (A)) and fi(E (%)) finite for all A>0. Then an equimeasurable rearrangement of f ( [2] )
There vas also presented the following remark: If cp is convex and cp(O) = 0, then for F(x,y) = -<p(x-y) by (1) we obtain (2) fq>( Sf-Sg) dfi«/cp (f-g) (1) (f -g) du « / $(Sf -Sg) du. G G In particular, if $(x) = | x| p and 0 < p <1, we get /|Sf -Sg| P dp */|f -g| p dp G G for F-norm on L p , 0<p<1 ([4] p.385). Now, suppose that D = R + *R + , |i-Lebesgue measure, J is a family of closed quadrants of circles with center at the origin.
Let G = < a,bjc,d> c R 2 (may be infinite <0,oo jO,oo )). Let f = f(x,y), g = g(x,y) be nonnegative, measurable functions on G with (i(B f (^)) and n(E g U)) finite for all A>0. _ or lie z space with mixed norm ||f (x,y )|| ^ ^ = = 11 ll f (* »7)||(f The spaoe of the funotions f = f(x,y), defined and measurable on G =<a,bjc,d>, such that kf(*,y)e e L^iajb) for almost every ye<^o,d> and some k>0, and l|f('.j)||«peL* V (afd). I am grateful to Professor Julian Musielak for his kind remarks to this paper.
